PRODUCT SPECIFIC LICENSE TERMS

Adaptive Server® Enterprise Disaster Recovery Option –
Small Business Edition v15.2.x
(all platforms)
(“Program”)

IN ADDITION TO THE LICENSE TERMS SET OUT IN THE SYBASE LICENSE AGREEMENT, THE FOLLOWING ADDITIONAL OR DIFFERENT RIGHTS AND ACCOMPANYING OBLIGATIONS AND RESTRICTIONS SHALL APPLY TO THE PROGRAM FOR WHICH YOU HAVE PURCHASED A LICENSE.

The Program may contain or be provided with component software products from both Sybase and third parties. Except as set forth below, use of all components is limited to use in the same manner and capacity for which the Program as a whole is licensed. Additional licenses for Sybase components may be available from Sybase for a fee.

I. Use of Program. The Program may only be used in conjunction with your licensed use of Adaptive Server Enterprise – Small Business Edition. Use of the Program with any other Sybase or third party software is prohibited.

II. Scope of License and Restrictions. Your purchase of the Program entitles You to the following non-exclusive, non-transferable license rights, subject to the restrictions set forth in this document: (i) to use one (1) copy of Sybase Replication Server (“Replication Server”) for the sole purpose of maintaining a single Standby Copy of Sybase Adaptive Server Enterprise (“ASE”) and (ii) to make one additional copy of ASE (for which you have purchased a separate license) for use as a Standby Copy only. Replication Server and ASE are each subject to the Product Specific License Terms accompanying those products in addition to the terms of this document. Use of all components of the Program is limited to the same Machine running on the same Operating System Software and the same Site for which You acquired the license, all as shown in the Order, and the components of this Program may not be unbundled and used on any different or additional Machines or Sites; except that it is not required that Replication Server reside on the same Machine as the Standby Copy of ASE.

III. Restrictions on Data Direct Components (ASE 11.x, 12.0.x). If the version of ASE that You have purchased is version 11.x or 12.0.x, You may not use the ODBC driver or OLE DB functionality (which was licensed to Sybase by Data Direct or its predecessor) when exercising the Standby Copy license right set forth above. You acknowledge that the foregoing versions of ASE have been “end-of-lifed”.

IV. Terms Applicable to Multi-core Eligible License Types and Machines. For multi-core eligible license types and Machines, the List Price shall be determined by applying the Multi-core Scaling Coefficient to the License and Support price.